
Within defense departments, operational missions and maintenance are a result of the 

right people, materiel and parts at the right place and time. In short: logistics! To be 

able to monitor delivery performance and improve where needed, Gordian developed a 

centralized dashboard for all defense organizations.

 

More insights and control needed on supply chain processes
Defense departments face the challenge to achieve the highest possible operational deployment 
potential with limited resources. Materiel readiness is part of that potential, which is about having 
the appropriate weapon systems available. For this, having a high parts availability and a control 
mechanism is very important. The supply chain dashboard supplies the following: 
• Insights in parts flows across all defense organizations
• Performance views on supply chain processes
• Support for continuous improvement of (sub)assortment availability
 
 

A defense wide dashboard
Good insights need data and a practical way to interpret them. Together with the Dutch defense IT 
organization Gordian built a final dashboard version based on a prototype we created earlier for the 
Royal Netherlands Navy. The Gordian segmentation model forms an integral part of the solution. 
The dashboard collects and enriches data from the defense department’s primary ERP system. Each 
person within the organization may use the dashboard via the defense intranet. 
 
 
 
Supply chain wide transparency and control
By using a central data warehouse, the dashboard offers a so-called ‘single source of truth’. Because 
of this, the dashboard always presents data in a uniform and transparent manner. Any user, at any 
level in the organization, can make various cuts to make relevant analyses. Think of a performance 
failure analysis on cheap fast movers for the electrical cluster at the Navy. At the same time, 
assortment managers get a grip on their supply processes by being able to zoom in on root causes 
in the dashboard and linking subsequent actions to relevant supply chain partners.
 

“The dashboard not only provided insights into the defense supply chain performance, 

but it also initiated the right discussions! A view on interdependence within the supply 

chain and on financial flows became a basis for current and future optimisations.”  

Richard Middelbos, Head of Supply Chain Management, Royal Dutch Navy

One supply chain dashboard for all
 
Defense wide logistics performance insights


